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1 - Emergency Landing

The sky was clear as the Condor made a steady pace with a damaged engine smoking behind it. It
wasn�t going to make it back to the Baskin camp.

Aerrow: What�s the word Stork?

Stork: We need to make an emergency landing. That engine�s in really bed shape.

Aerrow: do it A.S.A.P Stork.

Stork lands the Condor in a dessert kind of terra. The area looks as thought life is not possible and Stork
notices a huge and strange horseshoe shaped rock, it looks as thought it has been purposely built to
hide extremely large cargo ships. Stork landed comfortably in this shape. Aerrow spoke over the Voice
com. Junko and River made their way outside as soon as the Condor landed.

Aerrow: Piper! Where are we?

Piper: I don�t know. This area is un-charted on my maps.

Just outside the room Piper is stood in, Shade is carrying a piece of his Sniper Rifle and looking angrily
at Finn.

Shade: Oi Finn. Did you dismantle my gun Again?

Finn: * nervously * Ummm&.. he he&yep.

As soon as the word �yep� was said, Shade violently grabbed Finn by the throat and dragged him to the
deck. Piper followed closely behind wanting to talk to Aerrow to finally reveal her true feelings to him.

Piper: Aerrow?

Aerrow: oh? Hey Piper.

Piper: can I talk to you?

Aerrow: about what?

As Aerrow and Piper spoke Finn was being battered and beaten by Shade behind them, because Finn
was always being beaten up since Shade and River joined the crew , Aerrow and Piper acted as if
nothing was going on.

Piper:&well&I&..see&.do you remember when we were in your room before we met River and Shade?
After the fight with the Cyclonians?



Aerrow: yeah.

Piper: and I had something to tell you?

Aerrow: yeah

Piper: well I think I�m ready to tell you now.

Finn: help&ouch ow man.

Piper: Aerrow I-

Finn: OUCH OWW.

Piper: grrr&Aerrow

Finn: AHHHH C�MON THAT HURTS

Aerrow: FINN! Keep it down, sorry Piper.

Piper: o.k. (deep breath) Aerrow I have wanted to say this for a long time&. Aerrow I really-

Another interruption hit the conversation when one of the windows smashed after a rock crashed
through it.

Shade: (with Finn under his foot) That was random, but I bet ya it ain�t good.

Piper: I say we check it out, what I have to say can wait a little longer.

Aerrow: Right, let�s move.

Shade ,Finn, Piper, Stork and Aerrow raced out of the door and out of the Condor. Junko and River were
stood weapons drawn and face to face with 12 bandits, Mixed races with 6 male and 6 female, they had
brown uniforms which looked as thought they were wearing t-shirts with trousers or shorts and all except
one wore a green headband the odd person was wearing blue, they obviously lived in this terra because
they knew how to dress and all wore the same insignia on their shirts.

Bandit leader: Welcome to Terra Nile. Is this your first time? Because it will be your last.



2 - The Stranger

RECAP------- The crew have just made an emergency landing on a dessert terra they haven�t been to
before and they have been set upon by 12 bandits.

Aerrow: what do you want?

Bandit leader: well&not much&. Just your heads and all your possessions.

Aerrow: who are you?

Qwit: I�m Qwit. A squad Leader of the infamous �sand crows�. We mug and if you�re lucky steal the ships
of those who land in this terra-

M. Bandit: that are away from the village boss

Qwit: SHUT IT! Enough talk lets get �em

Shade: (sigh) Junko. Is this a less violent version of what happened when the Colodians got ya?

Junko nodded his head. The bandits quickly got into formation around the crew surrounding them in a
circle whit sinister snickering sweeping from each of the bandits mouths. Qwit took the first step forward,
his goons copied him until they were all at least three steps each away from the crew. The crew stood
their ground preparing for one of them to attack another bandit spoke.

F.Bandit: boss. What if one of those knight guys show up?

Qwit: Oh shut up. If one of those guys shows up I�ll do what I always do�

?????: Yeah, shoot your pants, order ya goons on me and, lets not forget my favourite part, you run
away with that high pitch squeal that you have.

Every head looked toward the new voice that had jumped in to the �friendly� conversation. Standing on a
boulder was a man who was grinning sinisterly at Qwit he was wearing a sleeveless jacket which had
animal fur on each of the shoulders; he wore no shirt underneath so you could see his toned arms and
torso. He had 3 scars on his left cheek, another 3 on his right pectoral and another 3 on his stomach. An
eye patch covered his left eye, and he had spiked red hair, but the thing that grabbed the Storm hawks
attention the most was his robotic arm.

(http://www.fanart-central.net/pic-647761.html Visual of him and his brothers)

M.Bandit: DAMN! IT�S HIM!

F.Bandit: ONE OF THE KNIGHTS!



Qwit: (sweating) Grrr.

?????: so what? You just gunna stand there or look at my dashing good looks all day?

The stranger leaped from the boulder and started walking towards the bandits as they started to huddle
together and panic. Qwit was the only one who stood his ground. Qwits eyes were constantly on the
stranger at all times and his headband was staining with sweat. The strangers� grin had now changed to
a smirk

Qwit: GET HIM!

6 of the bandits rushed towards the stranger with daggers drawn. The stranger still with a smirk on his
face chocked the first with his robotic hand and slammed him into the ground after which he hand just
delivered a devastating uppercut to another bandit with his human hand. The remaining four bandits
formed a circle around him and waited for him to make a move, sarcastically the stranger replied�

?????: well, this is new. Have you been teaching your goons to actually do something other that run in a
straight line into their deaths?

A bandit jumped forward and took a swipe at him, the stranger blocked the attack with his robotic arm,
and quickly he reacted with a head but then an axe handle, which pummelled the bandit into the ground
causing it to crack from the force. Junkos� jaw dropped at sight of this.

The three bandits left attacking this obviously powerful fighter, panicked and all attacked him at once
with their daggers, the fighter jumped backwards causing them all to miss. The bandits froze in their
tracks and all looked at the fighter, who had raised his robotic arm so it looked like he was looking at the
time, but his eyes were focused on the bandits.

?????: blades ay? Well then. Let me get mine out.

The hand of the robotic am disappeared into his fore arm and a Chainsaw blade emerged out of his
robotic wrist. He then took a stance and said�

?????: this is gunna hurt&.LOADS. (blade spins)

the fighter ran towards the bandits and with one swipe, shattered the daggers and sent the bandits flying
with deep wounds casting blood as far as they flew. The bandits landed at Qwit�s feet and lay dead. Qwit
looked at the bodies then again at the fighter.

Qwit: If you think I�m done, my other 6 bandits have another thing on their mind.

Qwit turned around to see the rest of his crew had run away and left their headbands on the floor, Qwit
nervously turned back to the fighter with extreme panic in his eyes.

?????: this thing on their minds. It wouldn�t of happened to be early retirement would it?



Qwit stood motionless and quiet for 10 seconds before dropping his dagger and running away with a
high pitched squeal of fear.

?????: ahhh. Music to my ears. You guys all right?

The storm hawks were still in shock from the fight, Aerrow looked at his teammates before asking

Aerrow: who are you?

?????: I think your mate River can tell you.

Junko: you know him?

River: yeah. The camps fought alongside him sometimes.

Finn: so? Who is it?

River: this is Frame. He is one of the 7 Yountom Knights.



3 - a quick rest

RECAP: A new fighter has just saved the storm hawks from a fight and goes by the name of Frame. He
is one of seven Yountom Knights.

Bodies of bandits lie dead as a gentle breeze kicked sand at everyones feet. Frame was gathering the
daggers and headbands from the bandit bodies, while Aerrow stood talking to River. Junko was chasing
Shade who was Chasing Finn who had a piece of Shade�s sniper rifle in his hand. Radar sat on one of
the engines looking at the clouds as the floated past, Piper sat next to him stroking his ears. Stork was
trying to repair the condors damaged engine.

Aerrow: so how do you know that guy?

River: actually he met us. Once I took a squad out to search a ship that had sent a distress signal out, In
fact it was a trap the Colodians had set up. I didn�t think we would of gotten out of that one alive, but
Frame saved us.

As River and Aerrow spoke noises of Finn being pummelled by Shade were heard in the background.

Aerrow: dose he live here?

River: Yeah. What he was doing out in our terra though I don�t know. Never asked him.

Finn: AAAAAAAAH!

Junko had given up on trying to stop Shade and came over to join Aerrow and River�s conversation.
Junko places his arm around River who kissed his cheek and carried on talking.

River: he has two brothers, and 3 friends who are English but he is American, which is weird.

Finn: OUCH! NO! NO! SHADE PLEASE!

Junko: Great more weird talking. Thanks to Shade I might be able to understand some things they say.

River: ha ha. These guys talk like him, even Frame. But I do think I should warn you though.

Shade: YOU LITTLE GIT! GIVE IT BACK OR I�LL SMASH YA FACE IN MORE.

Aerrow: what?

River: a guy who works with them, he is a complete and utter BASTARD!

Junko: that bad?



Stork: ummm&&Aerrow?

Aerrow: hey Stork.

Stork: we um.. Have a problem. The engine is going to need a couple of days work and ummm&. We
can�t risk staying in the condor in case the Bandits sneak on-board or WORSE A NEW BREED OF
MIND WORMS INFECT US ALL.

Aerrow: as crazy as the last part sounded, he�s right. If they come back we might be caught off guard.

Junko: but we can�t just leave the Condor here while we look a place to sleep.

Piper: and it�s getting hot out here.

Shade: BASTARD!

Aerrow: so what do we do?

Frame: I got an idea.

Finn: HA missed me! OUCH!

Frame: you can spend the time you need back at the Village, I�ll get ya ship back, don�t worry about it,
but you need to get to the Village.

Aerrow: that�s very generous, and the best idea we�ve got.

Stork: it�s the ONLY idea we have.

Frame: do you know where it is River?

River: no

Shade: (with Finn in choke hold) I do. �bout 6 mile south innit?

Frame: yeah. I�ll get my brother to the �Condor?� back, and I�ll ring Iris to meet you.

River: Iris?&Oh is he the one with those great looking eyes?

Frame: that�s the first thing everybody remembers about him. He he.

River: Hey! Piper wait till you see his brothers eyes, they are to die for!

Aerrow went red in the face and turned away from River and Piper when she said that. He walked of
quickly towards the Condor to get his skimmer. Shade noticed Aerrow�s face as he entered the Condor,
and after giving Finn a punch to the face so he fell to the floor, he followed Aerrow to see if he was all
right.



The runway was silent as death as Shade entered, Aerrow was tightening a screw on his Skimmer with
the same look of frustration on his face.

Shade: Aerrow? You all right?

Aerrow: YES.

Shade: don�t sound it. What�s up?

Aerrow: (sigh) it�s what River said out there, about that guys eyes. It makes me feel like I�m not good
enough Piper.

Shade: Aerrow. Don�t think that. You don�t know this bloke, how d� ya know she�ll like him?

Aerrow: &&&&..

Shade: Just remember what I said to ya back on the base.

Aerrow: �Don�t change to impress�

Shade: that�s it lad. Piper likes you the way you are, I can tell she likes being with you.

Aerrow: Thanks Shade.

The rest of the crew entered the runway, Junko was carrying Stork. Stork looked so worried and tense.

River: what�s wrong with him?

Piper: He gets like this when the Condor is taken away from him for a while.

Stork: What if he breaks it more? What if he tries to fly it and messes up the controls?
(GASP) WHAT IF TRIES TO STEAL IT?

Finn: oh my head!

Junko: is he giving you a headache?

Finn: he�s only adding to it. Ooo.

Aerrow: O.k. Let�s move out. Shade, lead the way.

Shade: Righto. (falls of Skimmer) Argh! Bloody hell, who made the seat lo- FINN!

The crew took their Skimmers and headed south. As they flew they saw Frame talking to somebody on a
Radio. The Skimmers were loud and the only thing that could be heard as they flew south. Shade was
playing �Through the fire and flames� by Dragonforce on his Skimmer Radio, while joking with Junko and



River. Radar sat on Aerrow�s shoulder as he drove, Finn was still rubbing a sore spot on his head with
Stork tucked up in a ball and mumbling more of his paranoia to himself, Piper flew up next to Shade and
joined the chat.

Piper: Umm. River? Can I ask you something?

River: do you want to go in private?

Piper: nah. I know you and Shade won�t laugh. Umm. What I wanted to ask you was&&.when you
actually told Junko how you felt about him. How did you do it?

Shade: I imagine she used words.

River: Shade!

Shade: what?

River: Anyway, well Piper. When I was going to tell Junko, I felt really nervous but when I wanted to tell
him, I remembered all the things why I love him. It made me fell really confident and I told him, (kisses
Junko) and there isn�t anyone I would rather be with.

Junko: awww. River. You�re making me go red, but I wouldn�t leave you for the world. (kisses River)

Shade: oh Gordon Bennit, you got �em goin� now, it�ll take a crowbar to get their mouths off each other.
You know what? One day I might take the piss and replace Rivers lipstick with superglue.

Piper: ha ha. Don�t be cruel.

Shade: you know I wouldn�t do that, id� put on her pillow. (river and Junko still kiss)
Ugh! Right I�m goin� t� talk to Aerrow before I�m sick on �em.

Shade pulled ahead of River and Junko, and switched his song to �Lay Down� by priestess. Radar was
now asleep on the back of Aerrow�s Skimmer; Aerrow had a look of worry on his face. Shade pulled up
next to him.

Aerrow: how long now.

Shade: �bout. 2 miles. You�ll see it in a bit. You all right Aerrow?

Aerrow: It�s Radar. I think he�s sick.

Shade: why?

Aerrow: well, he�s been sleeping a lot recently and when he is awake he seams exhausted.

Shade: prob�ly the heat. Don�t worry, he�ll be fine. Anyway there�s the village look.



As the crew flew a small village slowly came into vision as it rose from behind a sand dune. The first
thing you could notice was a giant silver insignia, which lay on a concrete floor in the middle of it, this
was obviously the village square. Surrounding the square were houses and small from where the crew
was hovering the villagers looked like ants. The village had for bell towers in for corners.

Shade: Aye. That�s it. Detala village. Rights we can ride it from �ere but I suggest that we have a quick
rest first.

Aerrow: I agree. The heat could overheat our engine quicker, (points at a flat spot) so let�s land there.

The crew all landed at the area Aerrow pointed out and jumped of their skimmers Junko and River sat
next to each other and looked at the clouds, Stork continued being paranoid, Finn sat on his skimmer
and fiddled with his radio, Shade untied his boot to empty the sand out of it. and Aerrow walked over to
Piper.

Aerrow: hey Piper.

Piper: hey Aerrow.

Aerrow: how you doing against the heat.

Piper: just a little hot but I�m ok, the sweat will cool me down.

Aerrow: if your not o.k. let me know strait away.

Piper: I will don�t worry.

Piper smiled at Aerrow, then she thought about what River said about how she told Junko she loved
him. Piper began to list the thinks she loved in Aerrow, he was strong, skilled, sweet, caring, good
looking, brave and all ways thought of others first.
Piper said them to her self three time and took a deep breath and said..

Piper: Aerrow I really want to tell you this. Aerrow. I&

Piper was interrupted when the ground started shaking at their feet.

River: oh no! not now no please.

Junko: what is it?

The ground started to shake more violently and faster.

River: shoot! EVERYONE IN THE AIR NOW!

Finn: wh-

River: SANDWORM!
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